Move 3: TM
Metadiscourse “your”, “he”, “him”, “you”: Interpersonal Discourse

(Move 10: UA & Move 4: JP)
(Move 4: JP)

(Move 5.3: EP)

(Move 5.2: DP)
Move 2: AA
Move 4: JP
Move 5.2: DP
Move 6: EC
Move 5.1: IP
Move 5.2: DP
Move 4: IP
Move 5.3: EP

Move 8: OI & Move 10: UA

Move 10: UA
Move 1.1: IB
Move 2: AA
(Move 10: UA & Move 8: OI)
Move 5.1: IP
Move 10: Urging Action
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immune function by strengthening epithelial barriers and cellular and humoral immune